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Executive Summary (1 minute read)
Thunder Studios Inc (California) v Kazal (No 10) (FCA) - defamation - consumer law evidence - questions' admissibility - 'Burstein principles' - whether to allow particulars - orders
made
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Summaries With Link (Five Minute Read)
Thunder Studios Inc (California) v Kazal (No 10) [2020] FCA 1636
Federal Court of Australia
Rares J
Defamation - consumer law - evidence - applicants contended that matters which were put to
second applicant in cross-examination were 'outside any scope afforded to a defendant or
respondent in a defamation action in cross-examining a plaintiff or applicant where there was no
defence to which such cross-examination could relate' - respondents sought to rely on
'particulars of matters in mitigation of damages' - neither respondent had defence 'Burstein principles' - Burstein v Time Newspapers Ltd [2000] EWCA Civ 338 - questions'
admissibility - whether to allow particulars - Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) - held:
orders made.
Thunder
[From Benchmark Tuesday, 17 November 2020]
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A Light in a Distant Window among Mountains
By: William Wordsworth
EVEN as a dragon’s eye that feels the stress
Of a bedimming sleep, or as a lamp
Suddenly glaring through sepulchral damp,
So burns yon Taper ’mid a black recess
Of mountains, silent, dreary, motionless;
5
The Lake below reflects it not; the sky,
Muffled in clouds, affords no company
To mitigate and cheer its loneliness.
Yet, round the body of that joyless Thing
Which sends so far its melancholy light,
10
Perhaps are seated in domestic ring
A gay society, with faces bright,
Conversing, reading, laughing;—or they sing,
While hearts and voices in the song unite.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Wordsworth
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